
___ Additional pictures ($1 each)= $___
___ Additional music ($1 each track) = $___
___ Music Downloads ($3 each track) = $___
___ Still Title Screens - 25 word limit 
       ($5 each screen) = $___
___ DVD master ($10) = $___ 

(additional copies will be noted on our 
standard work order form)

___ Other master format ____________ = $___ 

Total = $_____ plus tax. 
(Any other charges for extra copies, addi-
tional work, and/or other needs to be noted 
on our standard workorder form.)

U-Direct the Show (ideal for pictures already 
scanned or in digital format on disc)
___ Scan photos ($.50 per scan) = $___
___ Music Downloads ($3.00 per track) = $___
___ DVD master ($10) = $___ 

(additional copies will be noted on our 
standard work order form)

___ Other master format _____________= $___ 
___ Rough Estimate for Digital Editing 

($125 per hour)
Total = $_____ plus tax. 

(Any other charges for extra copies, addi-
tional work, and/or other needs to be noted 
on our standard workorder form.)

Instructions: Total pictures ____Total songs ____
Dissolves/Cuts (circle one)

Section 1.
Title Screen - Yes/No (circle one)
Start or End of Section? (circle one)

Pictures ____ to ____
Song:____________________
__ on CD (Artist:___________, 
Album:______________Track #___)
__ Download (Artist:______________)
Pics to music setting:
___ Set pictures at ___ seconds each 

(4 to 8  recommended); fade song at end of 
designated pics)

___ Set pics to fit entire song.
___ Set pics to fit from ___ minutes and ___ seconds 

to ___ minutes and ___ seconds of the song.

Section 2.
Title Screen - Yes/No (circle one)
Start or End of Section? (circle one)

Pictures ____ to ____
Song:____________________
__ on CD (Artist:___________, 
Album:______________Track #___)
__ Download (Artist:______________)
Pics to music setting:
___ Set pictures at ___ seconds each 

(4 to 8  recommended); fade song at end of 
designated pics)

___ Set pics to fit entire song.
___ Set pics to fit from ___ minutes and ___ seconds 

to ___ minutes and ___ seconds of the song.

Section 3.
Title Screen - Yes/No (circle one)
Start or End of Section? (circle one)

Pictures ____ to ____
Song:____________________
__ on CD (Artist:___________, 
Album:______________Track #___)
__ Download (Artist:______________)
Pics to music setting:
___ Set pictures at ___ seconds each 

(4 to 8  recommended); fade song at end of 
designated pics)

___ Set pics to fit entire song.
___ Set pics to fit from ___ minutes and ___ seconds 

to ___ minutes and ___ seconds of the song.

ADDITIONAL or SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Video Collage Order Form/Instructions
Video Collage Package (includes up to 100 pictures 
with cuts or dissolves and 3 pieces of music) = $100

Today’s Date:

Due Date:

Due Time:

Name:

Phone:

EDIT
VIDEO
EDIT

VIDEO


